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TYPE NAME STEERING WHEELS
FORK WIDTH/LENGTH 

(mm)
TRUCK LIFTING 

(mm)
WEIGHT 

(kg)
LOAD CAPACITY 

(kg)
5253 Hand low truck polyamide 160/1,150 85–200 67 2,000

5253-P Hand low truck polyurethane 160/1,150 85–200 67 2,500
5253-G Hand low truck rubber 160/1,150 85–200 67 2,500

PALLET TRUCKS

- Intended for manipulation with pallets of dimension 1,200 x 800 mm or 800 x 600 mm with a lifting height 
(bore diameter) of 100 mm.

- Solid frame leans on rotary truck on one side and small travel wheels on the other side. 

- Moving up and down the shaft starts hydraulics up, control valve has three positions:
1 – lifting, 2 – zero position, 3 – lowering.

Pallet truck 
with polyamide
wheels

Type: 5253

Pallet truck with rubber wheels Type: 5253-G

Fork wheels ø 80 mm

- Wheel tyres made 
from polyurethane.

- Tandem fork wheels
permit noiseless and
problem-free drive on
uneven surface.

- High thermal resistance 
and stability to oil
products.

Steering wheels ø 200 mm

- Cast-iron wheel disc.

- Rubber tyre ensures silent
operation.

- Thermal resistance
from –10 °C to +60 °C.

Rubber wheels are suitable for shop
floors with less flat surface or shop floors
with emphasis on silent operation. 
They are very careful to the floor 
and absorb shocks.

Polyurethane wheels should be used especially there where quiet and fluent
operation and high durability of wheels is required on observing the condition 
of high resistance of wheels. It is recommended for heavy duty areas, in places,
where smudges on the floor are not desirable.

Pallet truck with polyurethane wheels Type: 5253-P

Fork wheels ø 80 mm

- Wheel tyres made 
from polyurethane.

- Tandem fork wheels ensure
noiseless and problem-free 
drive on uneven surface.

- High thermal resistance 
to oil products.

Steering wheels ø 200 mm

- Cast-iron wheel disc.

- Polyurethane tyre ensures
traceless running.

- High abrasion resistance.

- Thermal resistance 
from –20 °C to +75 °C.

best price
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